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About Us

Welcome

Fibertech LLC has a history of more than 15 years of exemplary service. We are based in Sharjah and have branches in Dubai and Abu Dhabi. We are a certified ISO company and 
have carved out our niche as a quality-oriented company. Our cross-functional project team are committed and has tossed out the rule book to develop solutions that are just 
right for our customers and their business.

Why Fibertech?
We fabricate almost anything at Fibertech LLC, we use fibreglass as our base material and wood, metal etc to create a final product that is a realization of our customer’s 
imagination. Fibreglass is a durable, non-conductive, and non-corrosive material. The possibilities with this versatile material are endless and all you need to do is choose what 
you want we are here to execute it with precision and perfection.
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GRP/GRC pots and planters will look great in any home or garden setting. 
The sophisticated bespoke designs suit the clean lines of contemporary ar-
chitecture and planting. It has a similar density to concrete products but is 
much lighter due to the thinner material used. The strengthening fibres help 
to ensure that the pot is robust.

PLANTERS - GRP/GRC

Get your indoor space or garden to fit the aesthetic that you love with our different 
finishes: Matte, Gloss or Textured.
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COUNTERTOPS

GRP countertops can be a fast, effective solution to providing counters and 
counter display units to a reception, bar or even a mobile storefront. Due to 
the versatility of GRP products and the nature of the manufacturing process, 
the possibilities of different applications are potentially limitless. We even do 
decorative and bulkheads for customized requirements.

Design doesn’t have 
to be expensive or 

complicated, it should 
be smart and user-

friendly.

CANOPIES
GRP canopies are both lightweight and durable and are made from glass-reinforced polyester making 
them the simple solution. From apex and flat to the lean-to, hipped and bespoke, we provide the widest 
range of styles, making them suitable for planned maintenance, refurbishment and new build projects.
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They can also be made aesthetically pleasing with a 
smooth matte or glossy finishes and even intricate 
designs, shapes or curves can be fabricated in this 
material, the design possibilities are infinite with 
fibreglass.

When there is a complicated false ceiling that needs 
to be dimensionally strong, fibreglass is the only 
option. GRP false ceilings ensure safety as they are 
fire-retardant and durable.

Accidental leaks from AC ducts or any spillage from 
fire extinguisher sprinklers which is a  likely situation 
on a false ceiling, will not be a concern with a 
fibreglass false ceiling since they are 100% waterproof 
and completely non-reactive to moisture, almost all 
chemicals and can even withstand high temperatures.

FALSE CEILINGS

Fibreglass can be fire retardant if required, by using fire-rated resins, this adds up to many other 
reasons why fiberglass has to be used on false ceilings. FIRE RETARDANCYCOLOURTEXTURE

Class 1 ASTMOff- WhiteSmooth
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SEATING

The inherent properties of fibreglass allow it to be used for many aes-
thetic and functional purposes, from the production of spectacular focal 
pieces of interior design, to architectural mouldings or as practical fur-
nishing products.

GRP seatings can be customized extensively, they can come with inbuilt 
planters, and shelves and in any shape, size, colour or finish.
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CLADDING

Claddings are another one of our specialities. We can customize the cladding according to your 
needs, in any shape or form so that it adds to the ambience of your space.
With the right execution, we guarantee that even an eyesore can be turned into a desirable 
attraction. FIRE RETARDANCY

COLOUR

TEXTURE

Class 1 ASTM

Off -White

Smooth

Since cladding is often exposed to the atmosphere, it needs to 
withstand local temperature changes as well as atmospheric 
moisture. Fibreglass cladding, GRP or GRC is therefore the ideal 
material that serves all of these conditions and remains a practical 

Moreover, these inherent features of GRP and GRC assure the 
performance of   the cladding structures and ensure their quality 
even long after their guarantee periods.

FIRE RETARDANCY

COLOUR

TEXTURE

Class 1 ASTM

Beige

Smooth
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Due to the durability and versatility of fibreglass, fibreglass products are perfect for landscaping 
requirements. These provide the very best aesthetic value while also being cost-effective and 
practical.

LANDSCAPING

Sculptures are a major part of landscaping, we have quite a few 
years of experience in building moulds for different sculptures, 
and the bunny is just one of many examples. Building 
moulds for sculptures requires meticulous details and expert 
craftsmanship to deliver the best results.

Fibertech LLC’s in-house experts can guide clients through the selection process and 
will deliver the best final results in the industry through precise engineering and quality 

workmanship.

GRP and GRC landscaping products can be customized according to your preferences 
so you can build the space you have dreamed of.
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DECORATIVE
PIECES
With the versatility of fibreglass the possibilities are endless 
and it enables us to make a variety of products that would 
otherwise be a strenuous task. We manufacture unique 

decorative pieces with precision and perfection.
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Domes are magnificent architectural 
structures which are used in a variety 
of buildings like palaces, shopping cen-
tres, universities etc they are specially 
designed to match the custom and her-
itage of the Gulf region.

The strength and lightweight proper-
ties of the construction complement 
the ease of installation at a reduced 
cost.

DOMES

METALLIC FINISHES

FINISHES

Copper Bronze Gold

Matte Gloss Textured

In our 20,000 square feet factory, with over 6,000 sq feet of covered 
production facilities, we have successfully designed,   manufactured 
and delivered several simple and complex projects, which even 
include landmark projects such as parts of the Saudi Pavillion in Expo 
2020, Dubai Creek Harbour, Yas Waterworld, Sea World Abu Dhabi, 
Yas Arena and many more.

MANUFACTURING

Fibreglass is an immensely popular 
material used across a range of 
industries that almost everyone has 
heard of. It’s lightweight, stronger 
than most traditional materials, and 
can withstand extreme environments 
without corroding, buckling, or 

warping. 
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Sharjah, UAE
PO Box 68948

Phone : (+971) 6 5303063
Fax       : (+971) 6 5303063
Email   : info@fibertech-uae.com

Address Contact Us

T H A N K  Y O U
























